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SUE Architekten
Prayer Rahs
Vienna, Austria

Two notaries joined forces and founded a new office in Vienna with the desire to bring a fresh and
contemporary feel to their workplace. Initial discussions were held, aided by the architects, to find the
right building. A 390-sqm loft in a former telegraph office was selected: a space that expands from a
relatively narrow entrance area into a generous, open loft area.
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Architecture:
SUE Architekten
Floor area:
390 sqm (4,198 sqft)

The plan for the office was honed in numerous meetings with the clients, the goal being a workplace
that not only creates a communicative climate, but also enables concentrated and uninterrupted
work. The result is a layering of the office structure that maximises the potential of the location: at first
a friendly entrance area to receive clients, followed by a general office and working area to provide an
intimate and concentrated, while still relaxed, communicative atmosphere.
The focus in the central working area is on communication between staff. Stretched storage furniture
separates the working area from the hall and communication zone. On one side there are generous
cubicles and a meeting room, on the other side of the hall are seating niches, space for photocopiers
and a common working area that is shaped by storage furniture. Small windows from the hall allow
glimpses into the working areas. The other side of the hall leads to further individual offices.
The layering between the entrance area and the central working space is additionally supported by
varying material and colours. Sand-coloured walls and floor tiling dominate the friendly reception,
while the furniture used to define the rooms are a dark oak. White room furniture with textile patches,
custom-arranged in each room, dominate the central area. The generous impression of space provided by the loft is maintained, despite the visual and acoustic separation of the rooms from each other.
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The plan for the office was honed in numerous meetings with the clients, the goal being a workplace that
not only creates a communicative climate, but also
enables concentrated and uninterrupted work.
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Floor plan
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